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Research titles formerly appearing on Nuclearcrimes.org (content
no longer accessible):
Analyses (now offline):
Trinity in New Mexico to Atomic Attack in Japan [The Trinity atomic test; Where did the fallout from
Trinity and Fat Man go?; 'Atomic' censorship and control during the U.S. Occupation of Japan; Footnotes]
Global Fallout From Nuclear Testing [The bomb testing; Strontium-90's rain-food-bone-disease chain;
Strontium-90 threat to human health not gone; Footnotes; Advanced topics: total nuclear testing yields, U.S.
radiation hotspots]
U.S. Nuclear Weapons Complex [Los Alamos National Laboratory; Idaho National Laboratory; Hanford
Nuclear Reservation; Nevada National Security Site; Final note]
Rongelapese [The 1954 Bravo detonation and the Rongelapese; U.S.'s human guinea pig experiment, Project
4.1; Evacuation from Rongelap; Questions about guinea pigs; Appendix: Review of soil (radiological)
measurements on Rongelap since 1954]
The History and Future of Nuclear-Powered Spacecraft [Nuclear space missions: United States; Nuclear
space missions: the Soviets; Nuclear debris from satellite atmospheric re-entries; Footnotes/table of nuclearpowered spacecraft launched by the USSR; Development of nuclear rockets for space; Ban Nuclear Power
Beyond Earth Act; NASA's Curiosity launch (2011)]
Mighty Oak [The Mighty Oak nuclear test; The Mighty Oak-Chernobyl coverup; Footnotes]
Subcritical Tests and What Really Is A 'Nuclear Explosion?' & Radioactive Gases from Underground
Nuclear Tests
The 'Bad Science' Behind Nuclear Reactor Operations [Nuclear power creates nuclear fallout; Distorting
emissions in nuclear power operations; Something's in the pool! - spent fuel rod dangers; Gaseous radioactive
waste types - References; Case Studies: Vermont Yankee, Three Mile Island]
Rulison [The detonation; Raiding the radioactive tomb; DOE's 'Plan Forward'; Rio Blanco in their sights;
Footnotes/other Plowshares; Reclaiming your voice under NEPA]
Fukushima [Health impacts: Infant mortality in Japan; Funny strontium business; Funny plutonium business;
U.S. and Iodine-131; U.S. dose response formulas are wrong; Volatilization]

Essays (now offline):
'Radiation data from very early April (Fukushima)'
'Fukushima - Groundwater and Pacific impacts'
'The California Radiation Report: Japan finds radioactivity in more foods from California'
'U.S. downwinders of nuclear testing'
'The radiation dangers posed by solar storms'
'Cancer 2012'
'Could Fukushima happen in the U.S.?'
'Draft guidelines for surviving a major nuclear release'
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'Early quotes on nuclear energy from Barack Obama'
'Following where the Nuclear Carrot goes'
'Hanford: Where DOE lies run deep and nuclear waste runs deeper'
'Four essays on the nuclear bomb'
'A new ointment to treat activist burnout'
'Secret nuclear test at the Trinity Site?'
'Nuclear waste storage and transport dangers'
''Subcritical' DAHRT tests at LANL'
'The Environmental Impact Statement for the NNSS'
'A proposal for a comprehensive ban on nuclear energy releases for global peace'
'Baby-boomer downwinder cancer occurrences give new urgency for amending radiation
compensation legislation'
'When you can't afford a Geiger Counter... or do better than one: How to record abnormal levels
of airborne radiation using film'
'The presence and danger of phosphogypsum in American homes'

